Executive Education at the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) creates a one-of-a-kind learning environment for problem-solvers and professionals at the highest levels. Roll up your sleeves with CSIS experts, confront mission-critical challenges in real-time, and leverage your own experience to unpack complex global issues and unlock deeper insights.

For over two decades, CSIS’s world-class network of scholars, practitioners, and coaches have cultivated foreign policy expertise and professional growth, preparing leaders in government, industry, non-profits, and academia to:

- Engage, inspire, and influence
- Apply global insights to complex issues
- Communicate in challenging environments
- Forecast strategic outcomes
- Embody resilient and agile leadership

JOIN US

**Open-Enrollment Courses**
Choose from a range of global issue and policy seminars to dive deep with experts, gain new insights, and grow your professional network.

**Leadership Programs**
Invest in your organization’s success by nominating a rising leader for one of our competitive flagship fellowships.

**Custom Programs**
Work closely with the CSIS Launch Pad, a tailored executive education offering, to design and deliver programming that fits the learning goals of your organization.

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world”
– Nelson Mandela
GLOBAL SEMINARS

**Belt, Road, and Beyond**  
March 15-19, 2021, October 4-8, 2021 $3,000  
Uncover the inner workings of China’s Belt and Road Initiative and gain an inside look at how the flagship, trillion-dollar enterprise is directing investment, reshaping regional infrastructure, and disrupting global trade dynamics.

**Global Foresight: Predicting Future Trends**  
May 3-6, 2021 $3,000  
Strategic foresight—equal parts art and science—is the methodology leaders rely on to achieve their goals during major paradigm shifts. Learn to identify, track, and prepare for post-pandemic futures, the economics of climate change, the impact of disruptive technologies, and the other macrotrends that will drive decision-making for the next 30 years.

**The Dynamics and Implications of China’s Rise**  
June 2021*, December 6-10, 2021 $3,000  
China’s growing international influence, military clout, and economic development is creating new challenges and opportunities for its neighbors, the United States, and the international community. Delve into the political dynamics and interests guiding key regional actors and what they mean for the future of U.S.-China strategic competition.

**Understanding Russia’s Military Today**  
June 21-25, 2021 N/A  
Apply for the opportunity to go deep inside the Russian military and examine the structure, strategy, and politics of Putin’s armed forces through key analytical concepts, case studies, and tabletop exercises. Must be working on or experienced in Russia studies to qualify.

POLICY SEMINARS

**Understanding Washington**  
Learn the ins and outs of Washington’s unique political landscape from D.C. insiders and experienced policy practitioners. Understand how formal institutions and informal networks interact to advance policy interests. Sharpen the skills you need to manage crises, assess breaking developments, and engage both government and nongovernment actors.

**Navigating U.S. Foreign Assistance**  
April 19-22, 2021 $3,000  
Join a diverse network of industry professionals and discover the latest tools, trends, and techniques international development leaders need to successfully navigate the U.S. humanitarian assistance ecosystem. Identify key players, master the bureaucratic process, and build a road map to maximizing impact.

**The Future of Missile Defense**  
October 4-6, 2021 $3,000  
Discover how policy, strategy, and technology converge for an over-the-horizon look at the future of missile defense. Understand how the Pentagon, Congress, the defense industry, allies and partners, and other critical stakeholders are adapting to the latest cutting-edge technologies and missile defense strategies.

**U.S. Economic Statecraft: Tools of Coercion and Inducement**  
May 17-19, 2021 $3,000  
Explore how the United States uses instruments of economic statecraft—both coercive tools like sanctions and inducements such as development assistance—to shape other countries’ behavior and advance U.S. prosperity and security. Analyze the range of economic policy tools available to U.S. policymakers and how to deploy them individually and in concert with each other as part of a broader strategy.

**Unpacking the Defense Enterprise**  
June 1-3, 2021 $2,500  
December 13-15, 2021 $3,500  
Gain a deeper understanding of the defense domain, from strategy and force structure to budgeting, acquisition, and emerging technologies. Learn to navigate the inner workings of the U.S. defense enterprise and understand the mechanics, challenges, trends, and futures of U.S. national security and its associated industries through seminars, small group exercises, and a fast-paced simulation.

*Course dates pending, see website for more information.*
CSIS-Maxwell School Executive Master’s in International Relations

Rolling Admissions

The Executive Master’s in International Relations is a first-of-its-kind degree that allows working professionals in the nation’s capital to benefit from the academic strengths of Syracuse’s Maxwell School of Citizenship & Public Affairs, and the policy know-how of the world’s leading international security think tank. Students learn from Maxwell faculty, CSIS scholars, and guest lecturers drawn from the senior ranks of government and business communities while developing their own solutions to real-world policy challenges.

Apply here: https://www.maxwell.syr.edu/paia/admissions/empa-emir/
CUSTOM PROGRAMS FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE TEAMS

There are no off-the-shelf solutions to today’s complex challenges— it takes teamwork, tactical insights, technical expertise, and trusted partners. That’s why every Launch Pad program is custom-crafted according to your unique needs and learning and development goals.

From preparing your organization for post-pandemic futures and a shifting geopolitical landscape, to cultivating resilient leaders and strategic thinkers, Launch Pad provides executive teams, high-potential employees, membership groups, and business units with the scholarship, skills, and collaborative setting to tackle mission-critical issues together. Led by world-class experts and coaches, CSIS delivers in-person and virtual programming on:

- Geopolitical trends and risk analysis
- Critical skills in leadership and communication
- Strategic planning and design thinking
- Data analysis and visualization

AIM HIGH.

Identify your team’s development targets and work with CSIS to set a learning trajectory that meets the challenges and goals unique to your organization.

PREPARE FOR LAUNCH.

Engage in policy roundtables with experienced practitioners and go deep with world-class experts. Develop new professional tools through hands-on workshops and put those skills to the test in dynamic, real-world simulations.

IGNITE.

Discover the power of programming that fosters buy-in and collaboration between peers. Workshop new ideas, confront real challenges informed by your business environment, and identify creative solutions that reflect your corporate culture.

READY FOR LIFTOFF?

Contact Eric Palomaa, Director of Partnerships at epalomaa@csis.org or 202.775.3155 so we can work with you to understand your organization’s needs and prepare a Launch Pad for your high-performance team.

If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together.

– African Proverb
The Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) is a bipartisan, nonprofit organization headquartered in Washington, D.C. For nearly 60 years, CSIS has been dedicated to developing practical solutions to some of the world’s greatest challenges. Named the Defense and National Security Center of Excellence for 2016-2020 by the University of Pennsylvania’s “Global Go To Think Tank Index,” CSIS is one of the preeminent international policy institutions focused on defense and security, regional stability, and transnational challenges ranging from energy and climate to global development and economic integration. CSIS is led by Chairman Tom Pritzker and President and CEO John J. Hamre. More information can be found at www.csis.org.

**LEARN MORE**

To learn more about new or existing programs, please contact Nahmyo Thomas, Vice President of Executive Education at nthomas@csis.org. For up to date information on course registration and fellowships, please visit www.csis/executiveeducation.org.

**COVID-19 CONTINGENCY**

Due to ongoing health concerns surrounding COVID-19, all courses are currently being offered in a virtual format. For updates on when on-campus offerings will resume, please visit our website at www.csis/executiveeducation.org.